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1992 Pontiac Firebird Coupe
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Our Price $8,995
Retail Value $12,000

Specifications:

Year:  1992  

VIN:  1G2FS23EXNL226015  

Make:  Pontiac  

Stock:  C0794  

Model/Trim:  Firebird Coupe  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  Hatchback  

Exterior:  [000] Black  

Engine:  5.0L EFI V8  

Interior:  Tan Cloth  

Transmission:  4 Speed Automatic  

Mileage:  80,142  

Drivetrain:  Rear Wheel Drive

Additional pictures are posted on I-95 Muscle's direct website.

Take a look at this striking 1992 Pontiac Firebird, a true embodiment of
automotive passion and performance. With only 80,142 miles on the
odometer, this iconic machine is primed to deliver an exhilarating
driving experience that's as unforgettable as its timeless design. The
first thing you see is the Firebird's alluring deep black exterior that
captures the essence of its predatory namesake. The sleek lines and
aggressive stance of this coupe will turn heads every time you drive it.
Slide into the driver's seat and be greeted by the comfortable and
inviting tan cloth interior that perfectly complements the dark exterior.
Under the hood lies the timeless 5.0L EFI V8 engine, a powerhouse
that delivers a symphony of performance with every press of the
accelerator. The electronically fuel-injected V8 is renowned for its
reliability and effortless power delivery. Mated to the V8 is a smooth-
shifting 4 speed automatic transmission that offers a balance of
efficiency and responsiveness. The last, and arguably best feature of
this car we’ll mention is right above your head. Take off the T-tops, and
it's one of the most recognizable automobiles out there. This 1992
Pontiac Firebird Coupe is a rare find, a vehicle that offers the perfect
combination of performance, style, and soul. Financing is easy and
trades are welcome, so call, click, or come by today!
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Our Location :
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Installed Options

Interior

- Power steering - Front seat type: bucket  - Upholstery: cloth

Exterior

- Rear spoiler - Wheels: aluminum alloy - Tinted glass

Displayed pricing excludes I-95 Muscle's $499 Dealer fee as well as any DMV, tax, and license plate fees associated with registering the vehicle in the purchaser's state.
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